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Many ELL students, especially those from 
another country are in a sense in “culture shock”. 

Alleviating culture shock is critical for preparing 
students for learning.

 Value and understand students’ stories to develop 
a relationship of trust, a sense of belonging 
through feeling like being part of a “family” of 
learners.

One definition of “family” means a social group 
whose primary function is to empower its 
members.

Empowering means as Clay says, “put your ear 
closer, concentrate more sharply, smile more 
rewardingly, and spend more time in genuine 
conversation” (Clay, Becoming Literate, 2001, p. 69) 

Get to know students, find out their stories and 
how their stories may be impacting learning.

Students will begin to trust and become more 
willing to engage in literacy learning.

Clay states that when the foundation is firm and 
the student feels confident, both teacher and 
student begin to “strain at the leash and want to 
go further” (LL1-p.34). This is a sign that the student 
is primed for accelerated learning.



A Foundation for 
Accelerated Learning 

(Forbes and Briggs, 2013 AUS) 

• supporting students to be agents of  
their own learning 

• creating repeated opportunities for 
students to meet their known

READY

Work within the child’s known (LL1-p.32)

As some aspects of reading and writing become 
more well known , the brain is freed up to take on 
new learning (LL1-p.40)

The brain begins to learn how to learn (LL11-p.174-178)

Levels of Knowing

•new 
•only just known 
•successfully problem solved 
•easily produced but easily thrown 
•well-known and recognized in most contexts 
•known in many variant forms 

(Literacy Lessons Part Two p. 46) 

PAIR ACTIVITY
Using the data from Cris’ Observation Survey, 
along with the following chart, teachers write Cris’ 
responses on the chart filling in the rows Text, 
Word, Letter whether the responses were new (not 
known)  to somewhat known, to mostly known, to 
well known.

This created profile of a student’s literacy 
competencies is powerful in guiding our instruction 
in these critical first literacy lessons with students.
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SET
In the first couple of lessons establish “useful ways of 
interacting” (LL1-p.32).

Make adjustments to physical and social environment - 
provide less distracting table area, check height of table/
chair, reduce noise level if possible, establish a reading 
and writing posture, etc.

Establish positive, powerful ways of interacting right 
from the start with students, which will set up 
accelerated learning opportunities throughout the  
lesson series

Set the Daily Literacy Lesson Focus

For Reading Recovery teachers- this is for the first 10 Roaming Around the Known Lessons
For Classroom Teachers - this is for the first few literacy lessons either individual or group

Students are engaged daily in: 

-Reading Books
-Writing Stories
-Building Fluency on what they know
-Talking and talking more 
(LL1-p.34-36) 



Go

• a very easy story book 

• a very simple story you have read to this child 

• a simple book about an experience the child has 
had 

• a simple story you write for the child keeping to his 
known vocabulary 

• a simple text he has dictated 
(Literacy Lessons Part One p. 35)

Reading Stories Reading to children is used as a 
setting for rediscovering those 
things he (the student) knows. 

The child may want to join in or 
even take over when you have read a 
book more than once (LL1-p.35).

Go

•provide great opportunities for talk 
•capture his interest as they are his stories  
•create opportunity to write anything he knows, you write 
the rest  

•scribe many of  his stories and then reading them 
together 

•label pictures (a first way into writing for some students) 
•use a variety of  different media to write with and write 
on 

•reread and reread again the written stories  
(Literacy Lessons Part One p.36) 

Writing Stories
Go

• hold his interest 

• bolster his confidence 

• make him your co-worker 

• get the responding fluent of  what he knows 

• insist student recognizes things he knows 
in different settings 
(Literacy Lessons Part One p. 34)

Build Fluency 



Use student’s name to build fluency

Use the whiteboard for story writing to build 
fluency

“At no time… should the child be a slow reader (or 
writer) of the things he knows”  (LL11-p.151)

Fluency work speeds up students’ processing 
systems.

Go

Builds sense of  “family” - student 
feels in control of  his stories and 
willing to share 

Opportunity to listen and record the 
student’s longest utterance as his oral 
language expands and grows (LL1-p.33)

Conversations  
Students Talk and Talk More

Children who have listened 
to stories told, and who can 

retell stories in their own 
way...have been given 

something that helps them 
through their first steps in 

literacy learning. 
(Literacy Lessons Part Two, p.162)

READY - SET - GO

Connecting more powerfully with our ELLs in their 
first literacy lessons in grade one - much like a child 
sitting on his mother or father ’s lap enjoying a story 
together - facilitates accelerated learning and a life 
long joy in stories told, read and written.


